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Crews Clear, Repair Trails
in Lake Fire Burn Area
By Bettye Miller
Hiking along
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Dry Lake to
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and Tyler Lamb
had spent hours
with other
SGWA
volunteers
SGWA volunteers remove a tree on the South Fork Trail
repairing the
below Lost Creek Junction. Photo by Shawn Sisler
South Fork Trail
on the July 1415 weekend when they detoured up Zahniser Peak.
Atop the 10,056-foot peak they found the hiker logbook and
discovered that firefighters who battled the Lake Fire in June and July
2015 had signed in, among them members of Little Tujunga Hotshots,
Vista Grande Hotshots, and Shasta-Trinity Helitack. Ann-Kathrin and Tyler
responded: “We hiked up to Mineshaft Saddle today for the SGWA to
survey and repair trail damage to South Fork Trail from the 2015 Lake
Fire. Amazing and beautiful day!!! Hopefully the South Fork Trail will be
open to the public again soon!!! Can’t wait to see all you hikers out here.”
A total of 21 volunteers participated in this trail project, the second of
two projects conducted in June and July in preparation for the reopening
of the South Fork Trail.
The first project, on June 17, saw 20 volunteers clearing the overgrown
trail from the South Fork trailhead to Poopout Hill. The July project
started at Poopout and continued 5.5 miles to Dry Lake and Mineshaft
Saddle.
See Trails on page 3

Forest Festival Returns Aug. 19 at Barton Flats Visitor Center
SGWA’s annual Forest Fest will be held on
Saturday, Aug. 19, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Barton Flats Visitor Center, located on State Highway
38 about seven miles east of Angelus Oaks. The
family-friendly festival is free and open to the public.
Picnic facilities and food and beverages will be
available.
Visitors will have a chance to meet and take
pictures with Smokey Bear; use a crosscut saw to
create a “tree cookie” that is then branded with
Smokey Bear and U.S. Forest Service logos; pan for

gold; try their hand at nature crafts; learn what it
takes to serve on a search-and-rescue team; and
participate in Junior Ranger and other activities.
Visitors also will meet SGWA volunteers, who patrol
and maintain wilderness trails, and provide
interpretive programs. Information also will be
presented about Leave No Trace, a nationwide
program of the Leave No Trace Center for Outdoor
Ethics that emphasizes sustainable no-trace travel
and camping practices.

Gifts to the San Gorgonio Wilderness Association help support our efforts to preserve the wilderness and the forest surrounding it. We are
thankful for these supporters whose generosity makes it possible for us to further our mission to serve, protect and educate. If you would like
to make a gift in memory of a loved one or to honor someone special please contact our office at (909) 382-2906, or visit our website at
sgwa.org. Gifts may be mailed to: San Gorgonio Wilderness Association, 34701 Mill Creek Rd., Mentone, CA 92359
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“People are jumping at opportunities to get
into the burn area and repair the trails,” said Bob
Williams, SGWA’s coordinator of trail crews and
volunteers. “There’s a lot of enthusiasm.
The trail work has been typical of what SGWA
volunteers do, from brushing, trail tread repair,
and removal of downed trees. But there have
been numerous rootball holes to fill, where the
fire burned so intensely that tree roots were
incinerated, leaving holes 2 feet deep alongside
the trail. The absence of hikers along one of the
most popular trails in the San Gorgonio
Wilderness enabled the growth of brush in the
trail.
“Some of brush in the trail was 3 feet high,”
Williams said.
Volunteers were advised to pay particular
attention to the possibility of falling branches from
damaged trees, and were provided masks to
protect from pulverized, fine ash stirred up by
raking and cutting downed trees.

“It’s part of SGWA’s mission to
protect the wilderness and
serve the public.”
More trail projects in the burn area are planned
in August and September on the Dollar Lake Trail
and the Forsee Creek Trail to Trail Fork Springs.
Assisting the effort to repair trails damaged in the
Lake Fire are Mike Garant and his daughter Hope,
who have conducted fire zone trail surveys for the
Forest Service, recording trail conditions and GPS
coordinates of the damage.
At the same time, trail work continues elsewhere
in wilderness. A July 14 project on the Vivian Creek
Trail saw the installation of a new trail sign and
removal of two downed trees during an all-day hike.
Other projects this season have included work on
the Forsee Creek-John’s Meadow Trail in November,
two projects on the Momyer Trail in April, and the
San Bernardino Peak Trail in May.
“We’ve been keeping busy,” Williams said. “It’s
part of SGWA’s mission to protect the wilderness
and serve the public.”

South Fork Trail before (above) and after (below) SGWA volunteers
restored the trail. Photos by John Flippin

Volunteer Profile
Lonnie Yett

Lonnie Yett had just signed up to volunteer with
SGWA four years ago when he encountered lost
hikers on the Aspen Grove Trail. The couple had
taken a wrong turn and missed the Fish Creek
trailhead, where their car was parked.
“I was able to take my map and show them where
they’d missed the turnoff to Fish Creek. It was a
great feeling,” he recalled.
These days, Lonnie encounters hundreds of forest
visitors every weekend at the Mill Creek Ranger
Station, where he is the lead volunteer assisting
Forest Service staff on Saturdays. Last year he
volunteered more than 400 hours, and expects to
come close to 500 hours this season.
Lonnie began volunteering at Mill Creek at the
end of his first year as a volunteer and found the
volume of paperwork overwhelming. Today, the man
whose day job is the Colton Police Department’s IT
manager keeps statistics for SGWA on wilderness
permits issued and visitor contacts at the front desk,
and co-manages the SGWA website.
Years of experience hiking wilderness trails “gives
me fuel for talking to people about what they will
come across on the trail. It’s a wonderful feeling.”
Novice hikers are often full of questions. “I make
suggestions. I’m not a travel agent and I’m not trying
to be anybody’s dad,” he said. “But I try to make
sure they’re aware of the conditions they will
encounter, and then I tell them to be safe and have
fun.”
SGWA makes a difference in protecting the
wilderness and serving the public. “People would not

√ Save the Date
Nov. 28 – Give Big San Bernardino County, a 24-hour
online giving campaign that supports nonprofits in
the area. SGWA is a participant of Give BIG, now in
its fourth year in San Bernardino County. The
fundraising event is held in conjunction with the San
Bernardino County Board of Supervisors and The
Community Foundation.

have the experience in the mountains they do if not
for us,” Lonnie said.
“When I told my sister I was going to volunteer,
she said it reminded her of the rangers we used to
talk to all the time when we were kids camping in Big
Bear. She said it was the fulfillment of a dream I
didn’t know I had.”

Lemonade with a Twist
By Marianne Shuster
For the past eight years SGWA volunteers have
been regaling summer mountain visitors with
interpretive programs on Saturday afternoons, first
at Heart Bar Campground and currently at Barton
Flats Visitor Center. This year we have reimagined
the program as “Lunch and Lemonade,” which is
designed to engage a greater number of people and
give them the opportunity to more fully enjoy the
visitor center and surrounding area.
Each Saturday afternoon lemonade and cups are
made available as visitors in the campgrounds and
those just passing through enjoy their lunch in the
beautiful setting of Barton Flats, take a short walk,
and peruse the displays and fun merchandise in the
visitor center before being delighted with an
outdoor-themed interpretive program.
Weekly, families and the general public
participate in programs ranging in topics from
snakes, birds and bears to animal adaptations,
archeology and scatology (animal poop). The
programs are interactive and memorable, so, as
people go back to the campgrounds or make their
way up the mountain, they will take the information
with them and be more knowledgeable, aware of,
and interested in their forest environment, and
maybe teach someone else what they have learned.

Director’s Desk
Val Silva
Great news on the reopening of parts of the
wilderness. It’s been two years since the Lake Fire
and many people, including myself, are anxious to
see our favorite areas. Many are commenting on the
return of the ferns, flowers and other flora. Seems
that we are seeing more wildlife, too, probably
because no one has been in the area.
One of the amazing things I noticed was that you
can see everything on the ground and on the
horizon. Prior to the fire, the area was lush with
trees, willows, ferns, manzanita, and buck brush.
Now you can see the lay of the land, so to speak. It’s
fascinating. There are slopes where you thought
there might be drop-offs, drop-offs where you
thought there might be slopes. Lots of large
interesting rocks that have been covered for years
now point out old avalanches and rock slides. I’ve
talked to several hikers and other volunteers about
this and everyone agrees. It must speak to our
pioneering spirit to be able to explore small areas we
hadn’t been able to see before the fire.
It’s also fun to see the things that were “buried
“in the buckbrush. Old cans, bottles, even a small
grocery cart. The area, of course, has a long past.
The history of the area found in the book “ A
Wilderness Preserved “ tells of human habitation
since the 1800s . Lots of hidden “trash/ treasures”
exist – no telling what we will find. The grocery cart
is probably more current, but you never know;
Cowboy Joe may have made the first one in 1880
and decided it wasn’t worth the effort and trashed it
on the side of the mountain.
Just a caution for everyone – watch for falling
trees and branches; they won’t stay vertical forever.
Your chances are higher of getting hit when standing
still or sleeping/camping – so keep moving and don’t
sleep under anything dead, trees or otherwise (as
my grandma used to say ).

√ SGWA volunteers and members of the public
picked up trash and removed 13 illegal rock dams
from Mill Creek on Aug. 5. Check out the video at
https://youtu.be/TqzuvxjE5g4. Other videos are at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW6tGCe_cFS
gPjgtHs8iTLw. (Mill Creek video by Bob Hazelton)

Did you know?:
• On June 24 SGWA volunteers hosted
approximately 15 employees and family
members from AmeriGas Propane
Company. The multi-generational group
spent half a day at Big Falls Recreation
Area exploring and learning about
the region as they picked up trash at the
picnic area, along the trail, and at Big
Falls. All of the participants enjoyed the
beauty of the canyon and contributing to
its care.
SGWA is expanding its community
outreach opportunities. If you know of
or are part of a group, including a
business or company that encourages
community service, please contact
Marianne at sgwa-dd@earthlink.net to
see what partnership prospects we have
for you.
• SGWA is looking for sponsors to help
offset costs so we can continue to host
the Banff Mountain Film Festival World
Tour. This is a highly anticipated annual
event that SGWA has sponsored for 11
years. The film festival, which routinely
sells out, will be held March 2-3, 2018.
With increasing costs for the rights to
show the films, renting a venue, printing
tickets, and other expenses, it has
become more difficult for SGWA to
continue this venture. For the first time,
SGWA is looking for sponsors to help
offset costs so we can continue to
feature this popular event. If you or
someone you know (individual, group or
company) is interested in sponsoring all
or part of the 2018 event, contact
Marianne at sgwa-dd@earthlink.net or
Val at sgwa@earthlink.net before the
Sept. 15 deadline for committing to the
Banff committee for next year’s festival.
SGWA is a California 501(c)3 nonprofit
public benefit corporation and donations
are tax deductible.

President’s Corner

week by week, after a devastating fire. Permits are
being requested once again for day hikes and
overnights on the reopened trails

Jean Rogers

San Gorgonio Wilderness Association volunteers
are making trailhead and trailside signs and placing
them in strategic locations to guide visitors along the
strangely “new” familiar trails.

In the heat of the summer, the San Gorgonio
Wilderness is opening up. Two more trails have been
reopened by the U.S. Forest Service, after the 2015
Lake Fire seared a good portion of our beloved trails.

SGWA trail patrols, day and overnight, have
increased their vigilance to create a safe
environment for visitors while hiking the mountains’
new greenery. Trail maintenance crews, with the
blessing of the Forest Service, were instrumental in
the removal of downed trees and clearance of
overgrown brush.

The trails have changed their look, but are
beautiful in the way they are renewing themselves
and the forest. Water is running in abundance in
some areas, where it’s barely been detected in
years. Nature is a wonder.
Curious hikers and walkers are cruising the
reopened South Fork and Forsee Creek trails,
watching how nature renews itself, day by day and.
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Thanks to the dedication and hard work of SGWA
individuals coming together as a team, trails have
been reopened ahead of the Forest Service
schedule. Volunteers are a wonder.

